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Abstract: Data Intensive Computing is a class of parallel registering applications which utilize an information parallel 

way to deal with process substantial volumes of information regularly terabytes or petabytes in size and commonly alluded to as 

large information.  A lot of app fields, reaching out from computational science to long range relational correspondence, make 

major amount of data that ought to be beneficially secured, made accessible, recorded, and separated. These errands end up 

testing as the proportion of data crowds and increases after some period at larger rates. Distributed computing is irrefutably of 

help with watching out for these troubles by giving dynamically versatile and capable limit structures and an unrivaled execution 

to the extent data count and planning. Regardless of this reality, the usage of parallel and distributed frameworks as an assistance 

of data genuine figuring isn't clear, anyway a couple of challenges as data depiction, capable computations, and flexible structures 

ought to be gone up against. 

 

Index Terms – Data Intensive Computing – challenges --  storage systems -- programming platforms – Map Reduce 

Infrastructure. 
  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Data-Intensive computing deals with producing megabytes (MB) to petabytes (PB) of data [1]. A collection of 

information that is more similar to more than one application is known as a dataset. Datasets are stored in places where large 

amount of information is indexed and is known as a repository. To categorize between various data available, a data about that 

dataset is attached to it. That data is known to be meta-data. Various domains cause data intensive computation. Computational 

science is familiar among them. Various scientific applications and experiments produce numerous amounts of data. One among 

them is telescopic images of the sky which generates GBs of data. Bioinformatics applications produce TBs of data and store it in 

some database. Seismic tremor test simulators process a huge size of data, which is generated because of recording the vibrations 

of the Earth all over the world. 

II. DATA INTENSIVE COMPUTATIONS 
Data-Intensive computing deals with producing megabytes (MB) to petabytes (PB) of data [1]. A collection of 

information that is more similar to more than one application is known as a dataset. Datasets are stored in places where large 

amount of information is indexed and is known as a repository.  

2.1 Characterizing data-intensive computations 

Data-Intensive applications manage immense volumes of information as well as, all the time; additionally display 

process concentrated properties [2] .Data Intensive applications handle various sized TBs and PBs of data. Datasets are prevailed 

over different locations and in many formats for further usage. The data in these applications are processed in multistep 

systematic pipelines, which include stages of transformation and fusion. The process requirement scales to the data size and easy 

to process in parallel. They likewise require proficient systems for management of information, sifting and combination, and 

effective questioning and dissemination [2]. 

2.2 Challenges ahead  

The data that is created, analyzed or saved on some repository executes on the supporting devices and software that is 

not really found in the traditional results for distributed computing. The data’s location is critical because moving large amount of 

data becomes a hurdle for handling such calculations. Data intensive application’s performance can be improved with the help of 

subject repetition, scalable algorithms and partitioning of data. Some of the difficulties that are faced in data intensive computing 

are [2]: 

i. Scalable calculations that can hunt and process gigantic datasets. 

ii. New metadata the board advances that can scale to deal with unpredictable, heterogeneous, and disseminated 

information sources. 

iii. Advances in superior figuring stages went for giving a superior help to getting to in-memory multi-terabyte information 

structures. 

iv. High-execution, very dependable, peta scale circulated document frameworks. 

v. Data signature-age methods for information decrease and fast handling. 

vi.  New ways to deal with programming versatility for conveying calculations that can move the calculation to where the 

information is found. 
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vii. Specialized mixture interconnection structures that give better help to separating multi gigabyte information streams 

originating from rapid systems and logical instruments. 

viii. Flexible and superior programming reconciliation methods that encourage the mix of programming modules running on 

various stages to rapidly shape diagnostic pipelines  

 

 

III. TECHNOLOGIES FOR DATA-INTENSIVE COMPUTING 

Data Intensive Computing mainly worries about the creation of software for which the main focus is to process 

numerous amounts of data. All the technologies that supports data intensive computing is categorized under storage systems 

and programming platforms. 

3.1 Storage systems  

In fact, storage support for various applications is established by database management systems (DBMS). Because of the 

various forms of unstructured information present in web journals, Web pages, programming logs, and sensor readings, the 

relational model cannot be the perfect remedy for supporting vast scale data analytics process [3]. Database researches and the 

information the executives business are in fact at a defining moment, and new open doors emerge. A few elements adding to this 

change are: 

a) Increase in familiarity of big data.  

b) Development in the role of data analytics in the business chain.  

c) Availability of various kinds of data. 

d)  New methodologies and advances for registering.  

 Every one of these components helps in recognizing the requirement for new data management technologies. 

3.2 Programming platforms  

Data Intensive applications provide summarized thoughts that assist to manage large amounts of data and perform 

computation process. Initially, the relational model based database management systems helped in expressing the structure and 

relationship between data model entities. This methodology becomes unsuccessful in the case of Big Data, because of the 

unstructured or semi-structured data and where information are well on the way to be sorted out in records of vast size or an 

enormous number of medium-sized documents instead of columns in a database. Conveyed work processes have frequently been 

utilized to break down and process a lot of information [4,5]. This methodology presented a plenty of structures for work process 

the executives frameworks, which in the end joined capacities to use the versatile highlights offered by distributed computing [6]. 

These frameworks are on a very basic level dependent on the deliberation of an undertaking, which puts a major weight on the 

designer, who needs to manage information and, regularly, information exchange issues. Programming stages for information 

escalated figuring give more elevated amount reflections, which center around the data processing and move into the runtime 

framework, making the information constantly accessible where required. The Map Reduce [7] Programming follows the 

methodology that expresses its computation in the form of mapping and reducing and the complexities of handling huge and 

various information records into the distributed file system is hidden. The characteristics of Map-Reduce is examined and some of 

them are discussed which helps in broadening its capacities for more extensive purposes. 

IV. THE MAP REDUCE PROGRAMMING 

Google founded a programming stage namely Map Reduce Programming just for the process of large amounts of data. 

This model expresses the computational sense of an application in two straightforward capacities: Map-Reduce. 

4.1 The Map Reduce Programming Model  
Google founded a programming stage namely Map Reduce [7] Programming just for the process of large amounts of 

data. This model expresses the computational sense of an application in two straightforward capacities: Map-Reduce. Information 

exchange and the board are totally taken care of by the conveyed stockpiling foundation (i.e., the Google File System), which is 

accountable for giving access to information, duplicating documents, and in the end moving them where required. In this way, 

engineers never again need to deal with these issues and are furnished with an interface that presents information at a more 

elevated amount: as an accumulation of key esteem sets. The workflow model of map and reduce organizes the map reduce 

application computations and is totally constrained by the runtime framework. The role of developers is just to mention the 

function on which the map and reduce should operate the key value pair.  

The Map Reduce display is communicated as the two capacities, which are characterized as pursues:  

map(k1,v1)  list(k2,v2) 

reduce(k2,list(v2)) list(v2) 
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Fig 1- Map Reduce Computation Workflow 

The client presents an accumulation of documents that are communicated as a rundown of ,k1,v1. combines and 

determines the guide and decrease capacities. These documents are gone into the circulated record framework that underpins Map 

Reduce and, if essential, divided so as to be the contribution of guide errands. Guide undertakings produce middle of the road 

records that store accumulations of ,k2, list(v2). sets, and these records are spared into the disseminated document framework. 

The Map Reduce runtime may in the end total the qualities comparing to the equivalent keys. These documents establish the 

contribution of diminish undertakings, which at long last create yield records as list(v2). The activity performed by diminish 

assignments is commonly communicated as a collection of the considerable number of qualities that are mapped by a particular 

key. The way files are partitioned with respect to the number of map and reduce tasks and the number of tasks relates to one 

reduce task takes the responsibility of the Map Reduce runtime. What's more, the manner in which records are put away and 

moved is the obligation of the circulated document framework that bolsters Map Reduce. The calculation display communicated 

by Map Reduce is exceptionally direct and permits more noteworthy profitability for individuals who need to code the 

calculations for handling immense amounts of information. This model has demonstrated fruitful on account of Google, where 

most of the data that should be handled is put away in printed frame and is spoken to by Web pages or log documents. A portion 

of the models that demonstrate the adaptability [7] of Map Reduce are the accompanying: 

a. Distributed grep.  

b. Count of URL-get to recurrence.  

c. Reverse Web-interface diagram.  

d. Term vector per have.  

e. Inverted list.  

f. Distributed sort. 

 

The announced models are generally worried about content based handling. Guide Reduce can likewise be utilized, with 

some adjustment, to tackle a more extensive scope of issues. An intriguing model is its application in the field of machine 

learning [8], where measurable calculations, for example, Map-Reduce functions expresses the Support Vector Machines (SVM), 

Linear Regression (LR), Naive Bayes (NB), and Neural Network (NN). Other fascinating applications can be found in the field of 

data intensive applications, for example, the calculation of Pi with a high level of accuracy. It has been accounted for that the 

Yahoo! 1015 11 bit of Pi uses Hadoop cluster to compute it. Map Reduce platform is implemented by the Hadoop open source. 

The two major stages of computation can be explained in the terms of Map Reduce calculation. These stages are:  

• Analysis. This stage works straightforwardly on the information input record and compares to the activity performed by 

the guide errand. In addition, the calculation at this stage is relied upon to be embarrassingly parallel, since guide undertakings are 

executed with no sequencing or requesting.  

• Aggregation. This stage works on the middle of the road results and is portrayed by activities that are gone for 

conglomerating, summing, as well as explaining the information got at the past stage to show the information in their last frame. 

This is the assignment performed by the diminish work. 
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4.2 Overview of Map Reduce Infrastructure 

 
 

Fig 2- Google Map Reduce Infrastructure Overview 

 

The client libraries help the user in submitting the map reduce jobs execution. Map Reduce applications can be 

implemented using a cluster that is well equipped with job-scheduling capabilities and distributed storage. The distributed 

infrastructure runs a master procedure and a worker procedure . 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we think over that the Data-Intensive applications are used to process or develop huge amount of data. But 

as days have passed, the meaning of data intensive computation have advanced along with the innovations and the programming 

and capacity models utilized for data intensive process. Information concentrated registering is a field that was initially 

unmistakable in rapid WAN applications which is presently the area of capacity mists. Customary methodologies dependent on 

social databases are not able to do proficiently supporting information serious applications. New methodologies and capacity 

models have been researched to address these difficulties. With regards to Storage Systems, the hugest endeavors have been 

coordinated toward the execution of superior dispersed record frameworks, storing mists, and No SQL-based frameworks. The 

establishment of Map Reduce plays an important role to program data intensive applications, along with the entirety of its 

varieties going for expanding the pertinence of the proposed way to deal with a more extensive scope of situations. 
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